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Long-read sequencing technologies have contributed greatly to comparative genomics among species and can also be applied to study genomics within a species. In this study, to determine how substantial genomic changes are generated and
tolerated within a species, we sequenced a C. elegans strain, CB4856, which is one of the most genetically divergent strains
compared to the N2 reference strain. For this comparison, we used the Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) RSII platform (80×,
N50 read length 11.8 kb) and generated de novo genome assembly to the level of pseudochromosomes containing 76 contigs
(N50 contig = 2.8 Mb). We identified structural variations that affected as many as 2694 genes, most of which are at chromosome arms. Subtelomeric regions contained the most extensive genomic rearrangements, which even created new subtelomeres in some cases. The subtelomere structure of Chromosome VR implies that ancestral telomere damage was
repaired by alternative lengthening of telomeres even in the presence of a functional telomerase gene and that a new subtelomere was formed by break-induced replication. Our study demonstrates that substantial genomic changes including
structural variations and new subtelomeres can be tolerated within a species, and that these changes may accumulate genetic
diversity within a species.
[Supplemental material is available for this article.]
Genetic changes can affect evolution, and different species have
accumulated many genetic and phenotypic variations before and
after speciation (Schluter 2001; Wu and Ting 2004). Comparison
of the genomes of closely related species is one way to understand
the mechanisms or consequences of speciation (Alföldi and Lindblad-Toh 2013; Koepfli et al. 2015). The genus Caenorhabditis is a
resource for such comparative genomic studies. Species diversity
and small genome sizes have made the Caenorhabditis genus a subject for molecular dissection of the genome and of trait evolution
(Stein et al. 2003; Slos et al. 2017; Yin et al. 2018). Over 50 species
of the Caenorhabditis genus have been collected, and the genomes
of 25 of them have been sequenced (Stevens et al. 2018). Although
inter-species comparisons have found many genomic differences,
which have provided insights into genome evolution, different
species have already undergone numerous changes. Little is
known about where and how genomic changes within a species
have accumulated. To understand genomic changes within a species, we compared the genome of the reference N2 strain with that
of CB4856, a highly divergent C. elegans wild strain (Koch et al.
2000; Wicks et al. 2001).
N2 and CB4856 have numerous heritable phenotypic differences. The recombinant inbred lines and the recombinant inbred
advanced intercross lines produced by crossing the two strains
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have revealed several genetic loci that cause phenotypic variations
such as aggregation behavior, mating, nictation behavior, pathogen response, and genetic incompatibility (de Bono and Bargmann 1998; Tijsterman et al. 2002; Schulenburg and Müller
2004; Kammenga et al. 2007; Palopoli et al. 2008; Seidel et al.
2008, 2011; Kim et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2017). Attempts have been
made to obtain the CB4856 genome that accurately represents
these genetic variants, but the currently available CB4856 reference genome has the limitation that it has been assembled from
sequences that were obtained using short-read sequencing
(Thompson et al. 2015). These sequences may underrepresent genomic rearrangements that are longer than the insert length and
may miss insertions and repetitive sequences.
The occurrence of repetitive sequences is generally highest
near the ends of chromosomes. A subtelomere is a hypervariable
region adjacent to the telomere and has various repeats including
segmental duplicated blocks. The repetitive nature of subtelomeric
and telomeric regions can impair their assembly by short-read sequencing. For example, in the human genome hg19 version released in 2009, telomeric repeats directly linked to subtelomere
sequences appear in only 17 out of 46 chromosome ends (Rudd
2014). In addition, in the C. elegans VC2010 de novo assembly
by Nanopore long-read sequencing, telomeric repeats directly
linked to subtelomere sequences appear in only six out of 12 chromosome ends (Tyson et al. 2018). Therefore, these regions could be
underrepresented in de novo assembled genomes. The high
© 2019 Kim et al. This article, published in Genome Research, is available under
a Creative Commons License (Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International),
as described at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/.
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variability of subtelomeres over generations facilitates the emergence of new genes and may help to increase the fitness of organisms. This possibility of the involvement of subtelomeres in
chromosome evolution has not been extensively studied because
of the difficulty in the genome assembly near subtelomeres.
Telomeres are the ends of linear chromosomes of eukaryotic
cells. In most cases, telomeres are composed of specific sequence
repeats to form highly ordered structures. Critically shortened telomeres can lead to chromosome dysfunction, so all eukaryotic cells
must maintain appropriate telomere length (Harley et al. 1990;
O’Sullivan and Karlseder 2010). Organisms that fail to maintain
the telomere in germ lines eventually become sterile (Blackburn
1991; Blasco et al. 1997; Meier et al. 2006). The telomere lengthening is mainly fulfilled by using telomerase and telomeric repeats,
but in some cases alternative lengthening of telomeres (ALT) can
be used to lengthen telomeres without utilizing telomerase
(Lundblad and Blackburn 1993; Nakamura et al. 1998).
ALT is defined as telomere lengthening in the absence of
functional telomerase activity. ALT occurs in certain cancer cells
in humans and in organisms in nature; for example, Drosophila
uses retrotransposon rDNA sequences and onions use minisatellite
rDNA sequences to maintain telomeres. This ALT process uses sequences other than canonical telomeric repeats (Bryan et al.
1997; Pich and Schubert 1998; Cesare and Reddel 2010; Garavís
et al. 2013; Mason et al. 2016). In C. elegans, the telomerase-deficient animals survived telomere attrition by replicating template
for ALT (TALT) at the end of every chromosome (Seo et al. 2015;
Kim et al. 2016). Break-induced replication (BIR) is another major
mechanism to maintain telomeres without the action of telomerase, as reported in human cancer cells and yeasts (Lydeard et al.
2007; Dilley et al. 2016). During BIR, homology templates from either the same chromosome or even a nonallelic region can be used
for replication of the templates, up to the size of 200 kb, which can
establish new subtelomeres (Costantino et al. 2014; Mason and
McEachern 2018).
In this study, we have obtained a nearly completed CB4856
genome by long-read sequencing and report the identification
and characterization of structural variations (SVs) within the genome and structural changes in the subtelomeric regions. We
also discuss the significance of new subtelomere formation in generating new genetic materials for evolution of new traits.

Results
Long-read sequencing and de novo assembly
of the CB4856 genome
To compare the N2 and CB4856 genomes, we used the Pacific
Biosciences (PacBio) RSII platform to construct a nearly complete,
chromosome-scale, high-quality genome of CB4856. The genome
of CB4856 was assembled with Canu (Koren et al. 2017) using 80×
coverage raw reads and was composed of 137 contigs of 104 Mb in
total length (Supplemental Fig. S1A,B). Elimination of bacterial
contamination, followed by base corrections using PacBio and
HiSeq raw reads (Chin et al. 2013; Walker et al. 2014), left an assembled genome of 128 contigs, which were assembled to the level
of pseudochromosomes by using fosmid, linkage information, and
tiling to the N2 genome (Fig. 1A–C; Table 1; Supplemental Figs.
S1C–E, S2A,B,E–G; Supplemental Table S1). The final assembled
genome of CB4856 was 103 Mb in total, 99.4% identical to the
N2 genome, and contained 0.2% SNPs between N2 and CB4856
(Tables 1, 2). BUSCO analysis based on gene content information
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showed that the completeness of the CB4856 genome was comparable to that of the N2 genome (Supplemental Fig. S2C; Simão et al.
2015). In addition, all of the chromosome ends had assembled
telomeres longer than 2 kb; this observation suggests that the genome assembly toward the chromosome ends is of high quality
(Supplemental Fig. S2D). Most of the genome regions are covered
by PacBio raw reads, an average of 60× (Fig. 1B). To further evaluate
the quality of our genome assembly, we measured the quality of
alignment among CB4856 HiSeq reads, a reference genome (N2 genome), a CB4856 genome assembly obtained using short reads
(Thompson genome) (Thompson et al. 2015), and a CB4856 genome obtained in this study (Kim genome). We aligned the
CB4856 HiSeq reads to the genomes (72.2×, 74.6×, 72.5×, respectively) and tried to call SNPs, indels, and heterozygous variants.
The CB4856 HiSeq reads were used for alignment, so we expected
to get few SNPs, indels, or heterozygous variants from a wellassembled genome of CB4856 and a large number from N2. The
number of SNPs and indels found in the Kim genome here was
only about 5% of that detected in the Thompson genome
(Supplemental Fig. S3). We also found that the numbers of heterozygous variants were 21,432 in the N2 genome, 13,412 in the
Thompson genome, and 562 in the Kim genome (Fig. 1D).
To further analyze the two CB4856 genomes, we aligned
them to the N2 genome and determined the numbers of SNPs,
indels, and SVs larger than 50 bp. The number of SNPs was similar
in the Thompson and Kim genomes, but the Kim genome had the
largest numbers of indels and SVs (Table 2). The patterns of hypervariable regions in which SNPs are densely distributed was similar
in the Thompson and Kim genomes (Supplemental Fig. S4). Taken
together, these results indicate that our (Kim) CB4856 genome was
of sufficiently high quality.

Long-read sequencing identified new structural variations
With the newly de novo assembled genome of CB4856, we assessed
SVs between the N2 reference genome and our CB4856 genome at
fine-scale resolution. SVs longer than 50 nucleotides altered more
nucleotides than did SNPs. On the chromosomal scale, a 170-kb sequence block from the N2 Chr V: 1,105,418–1,274,268 was located
at the CB4856 Chr II: 4,153,071–4,323,030, and a 90-kb sequence
block from N2 Chr IV: 9,413,332–9,503,493 was inverted in
CB4856 Chr IV: 9,614,155–9,523,953. Furthermore, the Chr V
right arm in CB4856 contained numerous small rearrangements
that ranged from 10 to 100 kb in size (Fig. 1C; Supplemental Fig.
S5). SVs also caused substantial changes in the two genomes (Fig.
2): They included 3349 SVs, which together totaled more than
4.95 Mb (Fig. 2A).
We then further analyzed the properties of the SVs that we
identified using the Kim genome based on long-read sequencing,
compared with those from the Thompson genome. The Kim genome detected an additional 1.6 Mb of SVs, including insertions,
tandem expansions, and repeat expansions (Supplemental Fig.
S6A). The Kim genome also included ∼4 Mb of unaligned bases
that were not present in the Thompson genome (Supplemental
Fig. S6B). Unaligned bases occurred in 264,580 regions, which
were mostly near the ends of chromosomes (Supplemental Fig.
S6C–H). The Kim genome included 467 unaligned regions of >1
kb; of these, 293 regions contained repeat sequences. Over 90%
of the SVs found in the Thompson genome were also found in
the Kim genome (Supplemental Fig. S6I). We found SVs that had
not been found in the short-read-based assembly, so the Kim genome is larger than the Thompson genome.
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genes that are missing in CB4856, 31
are reported to cause sterile or lethal phenotypes by RNAi, and six of them, including the incompatibility gene zeel-1,
showed sterile or lethal phenotypes
when deleted in the N2 background
(Supplemental Fig. S9C–E; Supplemental
Table S2; Seidel et al. 2008, 2011). Highimpact SVs as defined by SnpEff (Cingolani et al. 2012) and strain-specific genes
are more concentrated on autosome
arms than centers. These results show
that chromosomes are changing more
rapidly on the arms than at the center
(The C. elegans Sequencing Consortium
1998) and show another example of
how variants on the chromosome center
regions, where recombination frequency
is relatively low (Fig. 2B), have been eliminated, together with other deleterious
mutations, by background selection
(Rockman and Kruglyak 2009; Cutter
and Choi 2010; Cutter and Payseur
2013). Our analysis also implies that substantial genetic changes including gene
gain or loss have been tolerated during
genetic differentiation within these two
strains without decreasing brood size
(Andersen et al. 2014; Lee et al. 2017).

Long-read sequencing revealed the
hypervariable nature of subtelomeres
The subtelomeric regions, which we arbitrarily defined as the 200-kb ends of each
chromosome, have many regions without alignment. We used high-coverage
long-read sequencing to construct contigs of an average size of 700 kb including
telomeres on all chromosomes (SuppleFigure 1. CB4856 genome assembly and comparison with the N2 genome at a chromosome level.
mental Fig. S2D). The assembled telo(A) Schematic representation of CB4856 contig lengths mapped to N2 WBcel235 chromosomes.
mere length of each chromosome end is
(B) PacBio raw read coverage, mapped on CB4856 chromosomes (100-kb binned). Reads were distributed
at average 60× coverage. (C) Schematic of large chromosomal rearrangement between N2 and CB4856
∼40% of mean telomere length (Fig.
genomes identified using progressiveMauve. The blue box and line indicate inversion; the red box and
3C). This information allows a direct
line, translocation; and the white box indicates the unaligned block. Chr VR has several small rearrangecomparison of the subtelomeres of the
ments and unaligned blocks. Chr II: 3,896,126–3,900,949 in N2 was inverted in CB4856 (Chr II:
CB4856 genome with those of the refer4,045,653–4,040,823), Chr V: 17,616,880–17,623,484 in N2 was inverted in CB4856 (Chr V:
17,734,209–17,728,873), and Chr V: 19,258,912–19,289,935 in N2 was located at Chr
ence genome. Only 76% of the sequencV: 21,193,104–21,237,336 in CB4856. (D) Schematic representation of CB4856 HiSeq reads mapped
es from the N2 subtelomeric regions and
on the CB4856 genome (blue) or the N2 genome (yellow). Each dot shows the heterozygous base count
74% of those from CB4856 were aligned
(100-kb interval) from Chr I to Chr X.
with those of the other strain. These
numbers of aligned nucleotides are relaTo examine the consequence of the SVs in the context of
tively small when compared with that of the entire genome, which
the genes affected, we inspected the genome-wide gene annotais 95% of the N2 genome and 93% of the CB4856 genome (Suppletions of the CB4856 genome based on synteny with N2 or RNAmental Fig. S10A).
seq data (Supplemental Fig. S7). The SVs of 2694 genes in
The subtelomere sequences show large insertions, deletions,
CB4856 generated predicted effects on gene function, including
or inversions at more than half of the chromosome ends (Fig.
start-codon losses, stop-codon losses, frameshifts, or exon losses
3A); these changes suggest that half of subtelomeric regions have
(Fig. 2B–D; Supplemental Fig. S8). In addition, more than 600
undergone substantial changes. These subtelomeres showed comgenes are specific to one strain or the other (Supplemental Fig.
plex structures composed of sequences with homology to preexistS7). Half of the completely missing genes were identified in previing subtelomeres, sequences with partial homology from internal
ous CGH data; the other half are identified here for the first time
regions, and sequences with no homology at all (Supplemental Fig.
(Supplemental Fig. S9A,B; Maydan et al. 2007, 2010). Among the
S10B–G).
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Table 1. Long-read sequencing-based genome assemblies of CB4856

Canu
Polishing

N/A

Bacterial contigs removal
Removed contigs N50 (bp)
Number of contigs or scaffolds
Number of bases (bp)
N50 (bp)
Maximum length (bp)
Minimum length (bp)

No
N/A
137
104,001,098
2,786,743
9,649,103
4093

The structure of Chr VR subtelomere is unique, in consequence
of past ALT and BIR events
Among the subtelomeres, Chr VR is unique in that new sequences
of more than 200 kb are inserted, and these regions are derived
from an internal Chr V region with high homology (71% aligned,
91% identity) (Fig. 3B; Supplemental Fig. S11A). We analyzed the
right end of Chr V in more detail to provide an insight into the
possible mechanism of new subtelomere formation in the ancestor of CB4856. We found that the right subtelomere of Chr V of
CB4856 contained telomere sequences (Fig. 3C; marked as ‘N2
end’ in Fig. 3D) 10-fold shorter than the estimated mean telomere,
which were followed by 200 kb of extra sequences (Fig. 3D).
This extra region contains five tandemly duplicated copies of
the TALT sequence (marked as red bars in Fig. 3D; Supplemental
Fig. S11B,C), flanked by telomeric repeats of lengths ranging
from 780 to 1182 nt (marked as blue bars in Fig. 3D). The TALT
sequence was previously identified and defined as the replication
template for ALT in C. elegans animals that survived telomere
shortening caused by telomerase deficiency (Seo et al. 2015).
These TALT copies were followed by sequences that have 91%
identity with an internal 200-kb sequence block next to the internal TALT (Fig. 3D). The real end of the Chr VR in CB4856 contained at least 3-kb-long telomeric repeats. The features of Chr
VR are consistent with the hypothesis that the new subtelomere
was formed by telomere attrition followed by two sequential telomere damage repair events using ALT and BIR (see Discussion; Fig.
5, below).

Canu
+polishing

Canu
+polishing
+tiling

Canu
+polishing
+tiling
+fosmid

Quiver ×2
+ Pilon ×2
Yes
15,531
128
103,898,092
2,786,967
9,650,681
4093

Quiver ×2
+ Pilon ×2
Yes
21,629
76
102,856,938
2,786,967
9,650,681
22,460

Quiver ×2
+ Pilon ×2
Yes
N/A
26
102,862,938
6,622,535
19,875,540
25,081

New genes in the subtelomeric region
The internal region and the newly duplicated subtelomeric regions
shared many, but not all, genes (Fig. 4A; Supplemental Fig. S12A).
Sixteen common genes are predicted in both regions, and more
than 10 genes are predicted to be specific to each region. The duplicated new subtelomere also contains genes copied from different
chromosomes. In addition, the analysis of short-read whole-genome sequence data from 151 wild strains (Cook et al. 2016) revealed that seven of them showed a high copy number of TALT
sequences and also contained the same unique sequences of the
duplicated 200-kb region seen in the CB4856 subtelomere (Fig.
4B,C; Supplemental Table S2). To examine whether the TALT duplication that was observed in the seven strains had arisen independently during evolution, we constructed a phylogenetic tree of
the haplotype block that is closely linked to the chromosome
arms that bear the TALT duplication. The seven strains that have
high TALT copy numbers shared the same TALT-linked haplotype
block, and these seven strains are grouped alone into a single cluster
(Fig. 4D,E; Supplemental Fig. S12B). Genomic regions that are subject to duplication and changes may act as genetic resources by providing redundant gene sets that can facilitate adaptation to new
environments during evolution (Zhang 2003; Leister 2004).

Discussion
Since the first collection of C. elegans (Maupas 1901; Nigon
and Felix 2017), 330 isotypes comprising more than 750

Table 2. Comparisons between pairs of N2/Thompson genomes and N2/Kim genomes
N2 vs. Thompson genomes
N2
Aligned bases (bp)
Unaligned bases (bp)
Identity between alignments (%)
Number of SNPs
Number of single nucleotide indels
Number of SVs with >50 bp
Number of mapped corrected readsa
Average mapping ratio of each readb
Number of unqualified readsc
a

Thompson genome

96,233,595 (95.96%)
95,534,154 (97.19%)
4,052,806 (4.04%)
2,757,262 (2.81%)
99.54
99.54
170,250
222,323
2965
316,299 (99.30%)
93.67%
5500

Total number of corrected reads were 318,534, in total 3,711,901,354 bp.
Average number of mapped bases of each read divided by their lengths.
Number of reads that have MAPQ < 254.

b
c
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N2 vs. Kim genomes
N2

Kim genome (This study)

96,278,605 (96.00%)
97,205,531 (94.45%)
4,007,796 (4.00%)
5,709,254 (5.55%)
99.39
99.39
176,543
256,747
3349
317,669 (99.73%)
98.16%
3111
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Figure 2. Structural variations (SVs) between the CB4856 and N2 genomes and their effects on chromosomal contents. (A) SVs between the N2 genome
and the short-read-based CB4856 genome, previously reported (left), and between the N2 genome and the long read-based CB4856 genome (right).
Repeat expansion, tandem expansion, and insertion SVs are more often detected when using long read-based genome than when using the previous short
read-based genome. (B) Tracks representing density at 100-kb intervals; from outside to inside: 1, genomic positions (in Mb) of the six chromosomes based
on the N2 genome; 2, density of local recombination rate in CB4856/N2 introgression lines; 3–9, types of SVs identified using Assemblytics: 3, size of SVs; 4,
density of repeat-contraction SVs; 5, density of repeat-expansion SVs; 6, density of tandem-contraction SVs; 7, density of tandem-expansion SVs; 8, density
of deletion SVs; 9, density of insertion SVs. (C) Tracks representing density at 100-kb intervals; from outside to inside: 1, genomic positions (in Mb) of the six
chromosomes based on the N2 genome; 2–4, density of SVs estimated by SnpEff: 2, high-impact SVs; 3, low-impact SVs; 4, modifier SVs. (D) Annotation of
SVs. SVs effects were categorized using SnpEff based on their position in the annotated N2 genome. “N2-specific genes” indicates the number of the genes
that are completely deleted in CB4856. ‘Genic’ indicates the number of genes whose function is predicted to be affected by the SVs. ‘Intergenic’ indicates
the number of SVs in the intergenic region. ‘Upstream’ indicates the number of SVs located within 5 kb upstream of a gene. ‘Downstream’ indicates the
number of SVs located within 5 kb downstream from a gene.

strains have been collected from all over the world (Cook et al.
2017). Among them, the reference strain N2, collected in the
Bristol area of England, and the CB4856 strain, collected in
Hawaii, are the best-known and most extensively studied strains.
In this study, we constructed a highly contiguous genome of
the CB4856 strain by de novo assembly using long-read sequencing. Because of chromosome-scale selective sweeps in C. elegans
wild strains, some strains, including CB4856, exhibit distinct

polymorphism patterns from most other wild strains (Andersen
et al. 2012). For this reason, our completed CB4856 genome
will serve as a better reference genome for those wild strains
distinct from most other wild strains including N2. In addition,
the numerous SVs between N2 and CB4856, identified based
on our long-read sequencing, will also help to better understand
the effect of SVs on traits by association studies using these
strains.
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Figure 3. New subtelomere formation in CB4856 Chr VR using an alternative lengthening of telomeres (ALT) mechanism. (A) Schematic representation
of subtelomere differences between the N2 and CB4856 chromosomes. Yellow bars and blue bars at the end of chromosomes indicate the ratio of unaligned bases of subtelomeres in N2 and CB4856 genome, respectively. (B) Dot plot representing alignment between internal segment
(V: 19,377,978–19,606,221) and duplicated segment (V: 21,171,521–21,389,866) of CB4856 Chr VR; 63% of the two regions are aligned, and 91%
of the aligned bases are identical. Red: forward strand matches; blue: reverse strand matches. (C ) Telomere length of all chromosomes deduced from
the long-read CB4856 genome. ‘HiSeq’ data are mean telomere lengths normalized by the telseq software (Ding et al. 2014). The red bar represents
the end of N2 (Chr VR internal) in Chr VR of CB4856. Only small portions of the N2 telomere remain in CB4856, followed by a new subtelomere. ‘Chr
V terminal’ is from the real end of Chr VR. (D) Schematic representation of Chr V subtelomere in CB4856. Five copies of template for ALT (TALT) (red)
are connected to the duplicated segment from the internal segment close to the internal TALT (V: 19,366,148–19,367,611). The bottom shows PacBio
raw reads on the tandemly repeated TALT region. Four raw reads almost fully cover this region.

Enrichment of genetic variations in chromosome arms and
subtelomeres by background selection and error-prone
recombination
Due to background selection, the polymorphism level and the recombination rate are correlated in most species (Kern and Hahn
2018); genetic variations are enriched in chromosome arms, which
also show a high recombination rate in many nematodes such as in
the genera Pristionchus and Caenorhabditis (Rockman and Kruglyak
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2009; Andersen et al. 2012; Rödelsperger et al. 2017; Yin et al.
2018). In particular, repeat sequences are enriched and essential
genes are sparsely distributed in chromosome arms (The C. elegans
Sequencing Consortium 1998; Kamath et al. 2003). Comparison of
Pristionchus species has shown that the more conserved, old genes
are present in chromosome centers, whereas newly generated orphan genes are preferentially found in chromosome arms (Prabh
et al. 2018; Werner et al. 2018). Similar patterns are shown in
C. elegans. Among the C. elegans chromosomes, the largest one,
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Figure 4. New subtelomere formation in wild isolates. (A) Internal genes were duplicated to Chr VR subtelomere. The figure shows a putative gene model
of the Chr VR subtelomere. Upper panel: internal gene model; lower panel: subtelomeric gene model. (B) TALT copy numbers among wild isolates
(Supplemental Table S3). (C) Normalized coverage mapped on the duplicated segment of wild isolates with high TALT copy number (red) strains and
low TALT copy number (blue) strains. (D) Haplotype blocks on Chr V of seven strains that have high TALT copy numbers. (E) Phylogenic tree of reference
N2 and 151 wild strains whose genomes have been fully sequenced. Strains marked with red color contain several copies of TALT.
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Chr V, contains the fewest essential genes but the highest density
of gene families (The C. elegans Sequencing Consortium 1998;
Kamath et al. 2003). The right arm of Chr V has the lowest homology gene ratio compared to other closely related species (Stein
et al. 2003); it is the region in which mutations accumulate more
rapidly than in other chromosome regions, and many deletions
are accumulated.
The hypervariable features of the subtelomeric and telomeric
regions also contribute to variation enrichment in chromosome
arms. Subtelomeres and telomeres are fragile regions that are prone
to double-strand breaks (DSBs) during replication, and accurate repair of the DSBs is critical to maintaining genomic integrity
(Glover and Stein 1987; Sfeir et al. 2009; Vannier et al. 2012).
Most DSBs are repaired by nonhomologous end joining or homologous recombination (Ceccaldi et al. 2016). However, DSBs at subtelomeric and telomeric regions often lead to one-ended DSBs that
lose telomeric parts, and thus are repaired by BIR, which finds a homologous sequence instead of missing ends (Bosco and Haber
1998; McEachern and Haber 2006; Kramara et al. 2018). DSBs in
telomeres can use remote homologous sequences for repair by executing a searching process (Cho et al. 2014). Repeat sequences are
enriched in subtelomeric and telomeric regions, so templates located elsewhere are likely to be used in the homology searching
process; their use may increase the variations in the subtelomeric
regions. Indeed, each subtelomeric region of CB4856 contains a
complex subsequence from a homologous sequence elsewhere in
the genome, so they have a new subtelomere that differs from
the corresponding one of N2.

New subtelomere formation by ALT and BIR
Among the newly formed subtelomeres, Chr VR shows a unique
feature that is reminiscent of telomere damage, ALT, and BIR.
Our hypothesis for the Chr VR subtelomere formation in the ancestor of CB4856 is that the telomere underwent attrition followed
by two sequential telomere-damage repair events, one using ALT
and the other using BIR (Fig. 5).
The presence of short telomeric repeats within the subtelomeric region of CB4856 Chr VR implies that telomere attrition
and repair had occurred. The multiple copies of TALT sequences
next to the telomeric sequences suggests that the repair of telomere
attrition was not performed by the canonical telomerase-mediated
lengthening mechanism but by an ALT mechanism, even in the
presence of the telomerase gene. TALT copies were not the end of

the Chr VR: TALT copies were followed by sequences very similar
to the region next to the internal TALT, probably by segmental
duplication of a 200-kb internal sequence block. The last TALT sequences may have acted as a homology template for BIR in this process. The chromosome ends with a few TALT copies may have been
recognized as a breakage, which in turn could induce the BIR mechanism. Searching for homologous sequences with that of the TALT
homology template must have found the internal TALT, resulting
in the duplication of sequences next to the internal TALT up to
200 kb via BIR. We postulate that harsh environmental stimuli or
stresses, yet to be identified, may have induced Chr VR–specific
DSBs in CB4856 ancestors and that these stimuli activated the intrinsic subtelomeric recombination mechanisms by which a new
subtelomere was formed by ALT and BIR. We did not fail to notice
that telomerase also had an important, though limited, function in
the new subtelomere formation. Short traces of telomeric repeats
between the tandem TALT copies suggest that telomerase was
briefly activated on each end of TALT but was not enough to produce long telomeric repeats. In addition, the duplicated block
end was repaired by the action of telomerase, as the real end of
the Chr VR contains at least 3-kb-long telomeric repeats.
Our analysis of the genomic feature in the CB4856 subtelomere of Chr VR shows that an ALT template can repair telomere attrition even when the telomerase gene is intact. Consistent with
this inference, mouse embryonic stem cells or mouse somatic cells
may have ALT features when telomerase is present, and ALT and telomerase coexist to perform their unique functions in cells
(Zalzman et al. 2010; Neumann et al. 2013). Currently, little is
known about the normal function of ALT, and our analysis of the
genomic features of CB4856 shows for the first time that ALT activity may be present in the germline to repair abrupt telomere attrition of an individual that already has telomerase activity. Our
analysis also shows that BIR can induce subtelomere evolution by
replicating internal genetic materials. Subtelomeres are enriched
with ‘contingency genes,’ which are critical for adaptation to novel
or stressful environments, and the gene families located in subtelomeres tend to expand rapidly (Barry et al. 2003; Brown et al. 2010).
By this process, the subtelomere and telomere DSB-induced BIR can
operate as a mechanism in the evolutionary process. To summarize,
our findings suggest that a species can tolerate substantial structural changes in the genome without losing integrity as the same
species and that new subtelomeres, and eventually new chromosomal contents, can evolve by the ALT and BIR mechanisms.

Methods
C. elegans culture
Worms were cultured at 20°C under standard culture conditions.

gDNA extraction and PacBio sequencing

Figure 5. A model of Chr VR subtelomere formation in CB4856. The
CB4856 ancestor underwent telomere crisis, and two sequential telomere-damage repair events, one using ALT and the other using BIR,
formed new subtelomeres. Finally, the duplicated block end was repaired
by telomerase, ending with at least 3-kb-long telomeric repeats.
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Mixed stage worms were collected and washed 5× in M9 buffer.
Worms were lysed in lysis buffer for 8 h (100 µg mL−1 Proteinase
K, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris (pH 8.3), 2.5 mM MgCl2, 0.45%
NP-40, 0.45% Tween 20, and 1% beta-mercaptoethanol). DNA
was extracted using phenol-chloroform extraction and ethanol
precipitation. To minimize DNA shearing, we used phase-lock
gel and minimized pipetting. DNA in TE buffer was treated with
RNase (10 µg mL−1) for 2 h and re-extracted, before being dissolved
in TE buffer. Macrogen performed library preparation and sequencing using the PacBio Single Molecule, Real-Time (SMRT)
DNA sequencing technology (platform: PacBio RS II; chemistry:
P6-C4).
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Total RNA extraction and RNA sequencing
Mixed stage worms were harvested in the M9 buffer and TRIzol. To
disrupt worms, we performed flash-freeze/thaw cycles 10×. RNA
was extracted using chloroform and isopropanol precipitation.
Macrogen performed library preparation and sequencing using
HiSeq 4000 (Illumina) with 101-bp paired-end reads. Technical
duplicate samples were sequenced in this study.

Genome assembly and polishing
De novo genome assembly was generated with 80× coverage PacBio
reads using Canu (Koren et al. 2017) (version 1.6; canu
minReadLength=1000 correctedErrorRate=0.040 genomeSize=100
m -pacbio-raw ∗ .pacbio.subreads.fastq.gz). To increase base quality,
the assembly was corrected using PacBio raw reads with Quiver
(Chin et al. 2013) and HiSeq raw reads with Pilon (Walker et al.
2014). First, we converted PacBio raw reads to BAM files using bax2bam (version 0.0.8; bax2bam ‐‐subread ‐‐pulsefeatures=DeletionQV,
DeletionTag,InsertionQV,IPD,MergeQV,SubstitutionQV,PulseWidth,
SubstitutionTag), aligned PacBio raw reads to the Canu-only assembly using pbalign (version 0.3.1; default option), merged
BAM files using BamTools (version 2.4.1; bamtools merge), and polished it using Quiver (version 2.2.1; variantCaller ‐‐algorithm quiver).
Quiver, bax2bam, BamTools, and pbalign were from the GenomicConsensus
package
(https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/
GenomicConsensus). We repeated this process with the Quiverpolished assembly instead of the Canu-only one. Next, to remove
bacterial sequence contamination, we aligned the contigs with
3000 bacterial genomes downloaded at European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) (on March 30, 2018) from ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/
databases/fastafiles/embl_genomes/genomes/Bacteria using BLAST
+ (Camacho et al. 2009) (version 2.7.1; makeblastdb -input_type fasta
-dbtype nucl and blastn -task megablast -evalue 1e-06 -outfmt 6 -perc_
identity 50). Nine contigs were excluded that contain bacterial
homology sequences longer than 50% in contig length using a custom Python script (Supplemental Code). Lastly, homopolymers
were corrected with mapping CB4856 short reads downloaded
from NCBI (accession numbers: SRR3440952, SRR3441150,
SRR3441428, and SRR3441550; 73× coverage) (Cook et al. 2017)
to 128 contigs using BWA-MEM (Li 2013) (version 0.7.17) and
Pilon (version 1.22). The following rounds of Pilon polishing
were performed with the same parameters except using the previous round Pilon-polished contigs as a reference. We repeated the
polishing using Pilon 4× in total.

Scaffolding contigs
To determine a subset of CB4856 genome assembly that aligned
syntenically onto the N2 genome, we used NUCmer and showtiling from the MUMmer package (Kurtz et al. 2004; Marçais
et al. 2018) (version 4.0.0 beta). The final 128 polished contigs
were aligned onto the N2 genome (Ensembl WBcel235/ce11) using NUCmer (nucmer ‐‐mum -l 100 -c 300). The most well-aligned
74 contigs were obtained using show-tiling (show-tiling -l 1 -g -1 -i
80.0 -v 1.0 -V 0.0). The right end contigs of Chr I and Chr V had
no telomeric repeats, so we manually selected telomere-containing
contigs among not placed ones. We judged whether these contigs
showed similarity to either end using NUCmer (nucmer ‐‐mum -l
100 -c 300), then assessed linkage data from recombinant inbred
lines between N2 and CB4856. First, reads aligned onto the N2 genome were extracted using Picard (http://broadinstitute.github.io/
picard/) (version 2.18.6; picard SamToFastq), realigned to the
CB4856 genome using BWA-MEM, and sorted using SAMtools
(Li et al. 2009) (version 1.6; samtools sort). Duplicated reads were
removed using picard MarkDuplicatesWithMateCigar, REMOVE_

DUPLICATES=true, read groups were added using picard
AddOrReplaceReadGroups, and indexed using samtools index.
Variants were called using GATK (Poplin et al. 2017) (version
4.0.5.1; Haplotype caller -ERC GVCF ‐‐use-new-qual-calculator,
GenomicsDBImport, and Genotype GVCFs ‐‐founder-id ‘CB4856’
‐‐use-new-qual-calculator ‐‐max-alternate-alleles 2). We further analyzed whether leftover telomere-containing contigs have linkage
with the ends of Chr I and Chr V, then placed the remaining right
end contigs for Chr I and Chr V (Supplemental Code). Lastly, the
initial version of mitochondrial contig was aligned to the N2 mitochondrial genome using progressiveMauve (Darling et al. 2010).
The CB4856 mitochondrial contig was repeated twice as compared
with the N2’s, so the ends were trimmed to make a linearized-circular genome. Placed and not-placed contigs were compared for
their length, lower-quality nucleotide ratio based on Quiver, and
repetitive element ratio using RepeatMasker (Smit et al. 2016) (version open-4.0.7; http://www.repeatmasker.org). Scatterplots were
created using an excel template (Weissgerber et al. 2015). All
gaps between contigs were filled with 1000 Ns to generate a chromosome-level assembly. Assembly statistics were measured using
nucmer ‐‐maxmatch -l 100 -c 300 and dnadiff, and the numbers of
SNPs were counted using show-snps -C. Fosmids were also used to
scaffold contigs. We used 15,360 fosmids, removed <500 bp, and
mapped them using BWA-MEM. Only fosmids that had both
ends mapped were used to check mapping regions, and two contigs were scaffolded if they had at least the same mapped fosmid.
Unless otherwise specified, this assembly was used for all following
analyses.

Genome quality assessment
BUSCO (Simão et al. 2015) and BWA-MEM were used to verify the
completeness of the CB4856 genome. First, the N2 and CB4856 genomes were assessed using BUSCO OrthoDB v9 (-l eukaryota_odb9
-m geno -sp caenorhabditis). Next, PacBio raw reads were aligned to
the Kim genome by using pbalign from the GenomicConsensus
package, and its average coverage was calculated by SAMtools
depth. Finally, CB4856 HiSeq reads were aligned to two genomes,
variants were called using BCFtools (Li 2011) (version 1.6; bcftools
mpileup -Ou -f | bcftools call -vmO z -o and bcftools filter -O v -o -s
LOWQUAL -i’%QUAL>10′ ), and positions with allele frequency
of 40%–60% were extracted to visualize them.

Gene annotation transfer and gene prediction
The EMBL-formatted gene annotation (Ensembl 91) was transferred to the CB4856 genome using the Rapid Annotation
Transfer Tool (Otto et al. 2011) (RATT; version 24-Dec-2011). We
optimized parameters of start.ratt.sh (Strain, -c 400 -l 20 -g 500,
and -o 75), and reformatted the resulting EMBL file to the GFF
format. N2-specific genes were defined as genes whose exons
were not transferred at all using RATT. According to the canonical
gene set of WS266 version downloaded from WormBase
(c_elegans.PRJNA13758.WS266.canonical_geneset.gtf), the annotations of 45,457 genes in N2 46,742 genes (including 1655 genes
of total 1891 N2 pseudogenes) were transferred to the CB4856 genome. We also confirmed that 19,355 of the total of 20,039 N2
protein-coding genes were transferred into the CB4856 genome.
N2-specific genes were defined as genes from which exons were
not transferred at all using RATT. To further confirm that 684
N2-specific genes (including 661 protein-coding genes) are not
found in the CB4856 genome, we searched the sequence of those
genes in the CB4856 genome using BLAST+ (blastn -outfmt 7 -html
-perc_identity 95.0 -qcov_hsp_perc 95). We identified five genes with
copy-number changes only. We repeated this same procedure for
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the Thompson genome and finally identified 619 genes that are
specific to N2.
We then used the MAKER annotation pipeline (Cantarel et al.
2008) (version 2.31.9) to further annotate the CB4856 genome
and generated ab initio gene prediction with several tools, including AUGUSTUS (Stanke et al. 2006) (version 3.2.3), SNAP (Korf
2004) (version 2006-07-28), and BUSCO, referred to the pipeline
posted on a GitHub website (https://gist.github.com/darencard/
bb1001ac1532dd4225b030cf0cd61ce2). Data analyzed in the
MAKER pipeline included (1) de novo assembled transcripts
from CB4856 RNA-seq data with two biological replicates,
(2) N2 strain proteome sequences for protein homology evidence
(Caenorhabditis_elegans.WBcel235.pep.all.fa; download from
the WBcel235 release of WormBase), (3) trained ab initio prediction data set from the SNAP gene prediction tool, and (4) another
trained ab initio AUGUSTUS data set optimized by BUSCO. De
novo assembled transcripts of CB4856 RNA-seq data were
generated using STAR (Dobin et al. 2013) (version 020201; STAR
‐‐readFilesIn ‐‐readFilesCommand gzip -cd) and Trinity (Haas et al.
2013) (version 2.6.6; Trinity ‐‐genome_guided_bam ‐‐genome_
guided_max_intron 100920). Before running the first-round MAKER, we masked repeat sequences in the CB4856 genome using
RepeatMasker (RepeatMasker ‐‐engine ncbi -lib celrep.Repbase.ref -pa
60) and Repbase data (Bao et al. 2015) (https://www.girinst.org/
repbase/). Complex repeats were isolated and reformatted using a
custom Perl script (Supplemental Code). Taken together, the
gene annotation using MAKER was guided by hints from de
novo assembled transcript, known protein sequences, and complex repeat and transposable element protein sequences bundled
in RepeatMasker (maker -base cb4856_rnd1_RM_trinity_mixed_
published round1_maker_opts.Repbase.repeat.trinity.mixed.published.
ctl maker_bopts.ctl maker_exe.ctl; est2genome=1, protein2genome=1
in the maker_exe.ctl file). We combined the resulting FASTA files
and GFF files using fasta-merge and gffmerge in the MAKER package.
We then predicted genes in the CB4856 genome with ab initio
gene prediction tools to improve our gene annotation. For training
AUGUSTUS, we used nematode-specific BUSCO gene models
(nematode_odb9) and the sequence with mRNA annotations
based on the initial MAKER result containing 1 kb on each side.
At the end, we refined training parameters for AUGUSTUS using
BUSCO (BUSCO.py -i maker.all.maker.transcripts1000.fasta -o
rnd1_maker -l nematode_ odb9/ -m genome -c 8 ‐‐long -sp worm -z ‐‐
augustus_parameters=“‐‐progress=true”). For training SNAP, we
used maker2zff, fathom, forge, and hmm-assembler in the MAKER
package to filter the initial MAKER result (maker2zff -x0.25 -l 50)
and extracted the annotation and sequences containing 1 kb on
each side for the training ( fathom -gene-stats; fathom -validate; fathom -categorize 1000; fathom -export 1000 -plus). Based on this information, we generated training parameters for SNAP ( forge; hmmassembler.pl -params). Then, the second round of MAKER was
run to predict genes with the AUGUSTUS and SNAP training
data set (maker -base cb4856_RM_trinity_mixed_published_rnd2
round2_maker_opts.Repbase.repeat.trinity.mixed. published.ctlmaker_
bopts.ctl maker_exe.ctl). Parameters were changed for ab initio gene
prediction (est2genome=0, protein2genome=0).
After running two rounds of the MAKER ab initio gene prediction pipeline, we filtered out less reliable genes by using the following criteria (Stanley et al. 2018): (1) Discard MAKER gene models
that overlap regions that are covered by genes annotated in RATT
gene-transfer pipeline; (2) discard genes that encode proteins of
shorter than 30 amino acids (as 90 bp); (3) if two or more different
MAKER gene models overlap in their coding sequence, discard the
model that has the lower eAED score. After these steps, we predicted
781 MAKER gene models and integrated them into the previous
gene lists to make the complete set of 46,238 genes. The resulting
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FASTA files and GFF files were merged using fasta-merge and
gffmerge in the MAKER package as well (Supplemental Material).

Structural variations and GO analysis
We used NUCmer (nucmer ‐‐maxmatch -l 100 -c 500) to align the final Quiver-Pilon-polished 128 contigs to the N2 genome, or to a
CB4856 genome that had been assembled from short reads
(Thompson et al. 2015), then called SVs by using the NUCmer output file and Assemblytics (Nattestad and Schatz 2016) (http://
assemblytics.com/). Large rearrangements on the chromosome
scale were analyzed using progressiveMauve. To assess the effects
of genetic variations, we reformatted the Assemblytics result using
a custom Python script (Supplemental Code) and annotated effects of SVs using SnpEff (Cingolani et al. 2012) (version 4.3t;
java -jar snpEff.jar). The SnpEff result was summarized based on
size and impact categories (modifier, low, moderate, and high)
on genes and visualized using Circos version 0.69-6 (Krzywinski
et al. 2009) (http://circos.ca/software/download/circos). To evaluate the functional effects of high-impact SVs on genes, we further
identified genes which have “lethal” or “sterile” phenotypic evidence reported by RNAi depletion experiment or allelic deletion
mutation experiments using the SimpleMine web tool (Lee et al.
2018) (https://www.wormbase.org/tools/mine/simplemine.cgi)
and also predicted Gene Ontology (GO) terms for gene functions
with the gene set enrichment analysis web tool (Angeles-Albores
et al. 2016) (https://www.wormbase.org/tools/enrichment/tea/
tea.cgi). N2/CB4856 local recombination data were obtained
from https://github.com/AndersenLab/linkagemapping.

Comparison of SVs and the determination
of coverage of specific SVs
Each set of SVs was further analyzed using a custom Python script
(nucmer ‐‐maxmatch -l 100 -c 500, Assemblytics SV minimum length:
50 bp) (Supplemental Code). First, we extracted the coordinations
of SVs on each chromosome from the SV files by using NUCmer
and Assemblytics. On each chromosome of the Thompson genome
or the Kim genome, we collected the SV region and the additional
left side 500 bp (start position −500) and right side 500 bp (end position +500 bp) of the coordinates. The widening of the region was
done to prevent mistakes that may occur due to trivial coordination
errors. We determined genome-specific SVs and their corresponding genomic positions as a BED file by using a custom Python script
(Supplemental Code). Finally, from the BAM file that aligned the
Canu corrected reads to the genomes using pbalign, we extracted
the depth information using mosdepth (mosdepth 0.2.4; mosdepth
‐‐by v1.novel.snps.v1_coordination.bed cb4856.v1.only.sv.pbalign.
depth v1.correctedReads.pbalign.sorted.bam mosdepth ‐‐by v2.cb4856_
contig_scaffold_novel_sv_v2.v2_coord.bed cb4856.v2.only.sv.pbalign.
depth v2.correctedReads.pbalign.sorted.bam) (Pedersen and Quinlan
2018).

SNP and indel calling by use of GATK
The calling was performed using the FASTQ files downloaded from
NCBI (accession numbers: SRR3440952, SRR3441150, SRR344
1428, and SRR3441550) (Cook et al. 2017). The FASTQ files are
aligned to the reference genome by BWA-MEM (bwa mem -M -R).
Aligned SAM files were processed with Picard SortSam and
MarkDuplicates to remove PCR duplicates and were converted to
BAM files (picard SortSam SORT_ORDER=coordinate picard
MarkDuplicates). Four BAM files were used for SNP and indel calling
with GATK (McKenna et al. 2010) HaplotypeCaller (Poplin
et al. 2017) (GenomeAnalysisTK -T HaplotypeCaller) against
the reference genome. We then distinguished SNPs
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(GenomeAnalysisTK SelectVariants -selectType SNP) and indels by using GATK Select Variants (GenomeAnalysisTK SelectVariants
-selectType INDEL). We then filtered SNPs and indels using GATK
VariantFiltration with a standard filter option (GenomeAnalysisTK
-T VariantFiltration –filterExpression ‘QD < 2.0 || FS > 60.0 || MQ <
40.0 || MQRankSum < -12.5 || ReadPosRankSum < -8.0 || SOR >
4.0′ ’, GenomeAnalysisTK -T VariantFiltration –filterExpression ‘QD <
2.0 || FS > 200.0 || ReadPosRankSum < -20.0 || SOR > 10.0’). Base calibration was done for each BAM file using the first round SNPs and
indels, with GATK BaseRecalibrator (GenomeAnalysisTK -T Base
Recalibrator -BQSR recal_data.table). Correction was performed
with GATK PrintReads (GenomeAnalysisTK -T PrintReads -BQSR
recal_data.table). Finally, we integrated each BAM file into a single
file by using Picard MergeSamFile (Picard MergeSamFiles), and the
second round of calling for SNPs and indels was done with
GATK HaplotypeCaller (GenomeAnalysisTK -T HaplotypeCaller).
GATK SelectVariants was again used to distinguish SNPs and
INDELs (GenomeAnalysisTK SelectVariants -selectType SNP and
GenomeAnalysisTK SelectVariants -selectType INDEL). SNP results
from the second round were processed with corresponding filters,
and only the SNPs common to all four short-read sequencing data
(accession numbers: SRR3440952, SRR3441150, SRR3441428, and
SRR3441550) were collected with GATK SelectVariants (Genome
AnalysisTK -T VariantFiltration –filterExpression ‘QD < 2.0 || FS >
60.0 || MQ < 40.0 || MQRankSum < -12.5 || ReadPosRankSum < -8.0
|| SOR > 4.0’) and maxNOCALLnumber (GenomeAnalysisTK -T
SelectVariants -ef –maxNOCALLnumber 0).

Subtelomere analysis
The subtelomere was defined as the 200-kb end of each chromosome. All subtelomere pairs of N2 and CB4856 strains were aligned
using NUCmer and progressiveMauve, and unaligned regions were
obtained. These regions were searched using BLAST+ (blastn -task
megablast -evalue 1e-06 -outfmt 6 -perc_identity 50) to identify any
homology in the N2 genome. To analyze the extreme difference
of Chr VR, internal and duplicated sequences were extracted and
aligned to each other using nucmer ‐‐maxmatch, and the alignment
was visualized using mummerplot. Lastly, short reads of 14 strains
were aligned to the CB4856 genome using BWA-MEM, and the positional depth of the last contig was parsed using samtools depth -a
-r. The short reads were downloaded from NCBI (accession numbers: CB4856: SRR3440952, SRR3441150, SRR3441428, SRR3441
550; CX11262: SRR3441573, SRR3441359; CX11264: SRR3452
248, SRR3452255, SRR3441549; CX11314: SRR3441488, SRR344
1191, SRR3440991; CX11315: SRR3441659, SRR3441435, SRR34
41151; DL226: SRR3441461, SRR3441168, SRR3440967; DL238:
SRR3452231, SRR3452104, SRR3452184; LKC34: SRR3452180,
SRR3441481, SRR3441206; MY16: SRR3452112, SRR3441454,
SRR3441180; MY23: SRR3452187, SRR3452234, SRR3441433;
N2: SRR3441391, SRR3452263, SRR3441113; QX1791: SRR3452
145, SRR3452136, SRR3441468; QX1794: SRR3441473, SRR3441
189, SRR3440987; QX1793: SRR3452168, SRR3452175, SRR344
1470) (Cook et al. 2017). This depth was normalized by the average
whole genome depth of each strain.

TALT copy number estimation and phylogenetic analysis
TALT copy number was estimated by calculating the normalized
coverage of putative TALT regions. Normalized coverage was calculated by dividing the depth of coverage within TALT regions by the
mean depth of coverage of the nuclear genome. Depth of coverage
calculations were performed using VCF-kit (Cook and Andersen
2017) across sequence-alignment files for 150 wild isolates.
Variant data for dendrogram comparisons were assembled by constructing a FASTA file with the genome-wide variant positions

across all strains and subsetting by regions as described (Cook
et al. 2016). MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) (version v3.8.31) was used to
construct neighbor-joining trees. The R packages APE (Paradis
et al. 2004) (version 3.4) and phyloseq (McMurdie and Holmes
2013) (version 1.12.2) were used for data processing and plotting.
Haplotype block analysis was conducted as previously described
(Lee et al. 2019).

Data access
All sequencing reads and assembly from this study have been
submitted to the NCBI BioProject database (https://www.ncbi
.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject) under accession number PRJNA523481.
All custom scripts generated in this study are available as
Supplemental Code.
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